
Long-Term Prediction for Push-ing and Grasping with Deep Rein-forcement Learning
Description
In this project, we aim to optimize a policy that allows a robot to achieve a long-termgoal in visual grasping and manipulation.

Figure 1: Example of pushing and grasping synergies [2].
In this project, we will reimplement one of the state-of-art approaches [2] that pro-poses learning synergies for grasping and pushing with self-supervised Deep Rein-forcement Learning. This approach basically uses RL (Q-learning) to train a robothow to synergize between non-prehensile (e.g. pushing) and prehensile (e.g. grasp-ing) actions with an objective to simply remove a heap of objects. Extending this al-gorithm to allow continuous actions, and other tailored long-term tasks (e.g. search-ing for objects) or incorporate reshaped rewards (e.g. actions to reduce uncertainty)might be non-trivial. Based on this insight, we will propose improvements to enablethose extensions.Tasks

• Re-implementation: Extending the formulation in [2] to model continuous ac-tions, e.g. continuous pushing and grasping angles. The original implementa-tion of the push-and-grasp algorithm [2] has existed Simulation Framework inthe lab. (related work: Chease Finn about Visual Foresight)• Improvements: We will propose three improvements: i) embed a recurrent net-work (e.g. using action conditioning for Recurrent Kalman Network (RKN) [1])to estimate a forward model that can predict the pixel-wise change given an ac-tion and a current scene; ii) use planning (e.g. model predictive control (MPC)with random shooting or cross entropy method (CEM)) for action selection, andiii) propose simple entropy rewards for pushing actions (e.g. as by-product ofusing RKN and planning).• Benchmarking: The approach will be evaluated against the existing method ona simulated robot system.References
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